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CLOUD PINK
C 2 M 20 Y 16 K 0             R 245 G 209 B 200

HEX #F5D1C8                  PANTONE 13-1406 TCX

COLOURS
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Project by Daria Zinovatnaya
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1.   Leitmotiv Noble, Metal Floor Lamp.   2. Modshop, Ibiza Armchair.   

3.  Credits to the owner  4.  Azucena Stool.   5. Ronald Van Der Kemp Spring 2019

Cloud pink. Feminin
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Considered as a sky or even sunset color, this is a beautiful tone, that send us directly 
to a sweet and fanciful world.

Project by Essential Home

https://essentialhome.eu/products/upholstery/sophia-bed?utm_source=TrendBook_CloudPink&utm_medium=issuu&utm_content=CloudPink&utm_campaign=trendbook
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Cloud Pink was born somewhere between salmon and bubble gum. It`s a color of extremes 
and her versatile nature is part of what keeps consumers coming back.  

Cloud Pink

Project by  Casey Debois
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Credits to @merveaysunnn
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Cloud Pink is increasingly an emerging trend and mood 
in the interior design world. It makes a perfect combo 
with the standard pink. With this trendy tone, your home 
décor will be covered by pink velvet, fur, brass and a lot 
of patterns, in a real  heaven atmosphere!

Projects by Ferm Living *credits to the owner

Project by Casa 2 Arquitetos

at home
How to use CLOUD PINK

* Project by KlipKlap
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Spring is always a good time for a home redecoration, and cloud pink can be the right choice, 
because bright colors is normally what pops up in our head. You just have to get the best advantage 

of textures, materials and patterns, in order to achieve the déco image you have dreamed of. 

Credits to the Owner
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If you want to stay in and watch a film in the cozyness of your house, than you can count with 
cloud pink, which will help you to relax and recharge batteries. In this way, with the addition of 

specific fabrics, it can be so fluffy that you won`t even feel the necessity of going out. 

Project by Sarah Sherman Samuel Credits to the Owner

Project by Mulberry & Princ *Omar’s Place London

* Credits to @enter_my_attic Credits to the Owner
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Cloud Pink has been used to highlight, a true 
statement piece for some looks, for example, 
a simple wool coat. This tone is normally 
expressed in soft textured garments, and is seen 
as a delicate feminine trend, used to refine and 
transmit a magical feel to fashion pieces. 

1. Chanel Spring 2019 Couture;

2. Balmain Spring 2019 Couture; 

3. Balmain Spring 2019 Couture;  

4. Gianvito Rossi Piper Ankle Boots; 

5. Schiaparelli Spring 2019 Couture;

6. Fendi Shoulder Bag;

CLOUD PINK
in fashion

It´s in autumn that pink is considered one of the fashion 
backbones, however it can be very versatile, due to 
his common use in the other seasons. It`s the maxim 
representation of elegance and subtlety, but also coziness, 
because of the smooth fabrics and tencels used in the 
pieces sewing. 
So, clean lines with neutral colors will be the perfect 
balance, if you are thinking to adopt a simple, but, at the 
same time, elegant fashion style. A transformist and unique 
color, which will help you to shine at every important 
moments of your life! 
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